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The article describes construction and development of a universal tamping machine, the life cycle 

costs, which reduce the goals, Automate manually so far performed operator interventions and 

Optimizing maintainability and accessibility pursued. Measures for reduction the life cycle costs were 

Integration of a low-maintenance fully hydraulic Tamping units, use of Disc brakes and the application 

of the UIC wear profile S1002, saving one Machine operator, the introduction of "Ropeless" zone, 

integration of a 25 kW Auxiliary generator and roof structure of a photovoltaic system. The 

maintainability was through the use of maintenance flaps and a subframe for engine compartment 

and technical room optimized. 

 

In 1938, the first rail-mounted tamping machine was built developed by Scheuchzer and used [1]. In 

the 1950s Years started a rapid development mechanization and automation the track construction 

works, whereby the respective State of the art early entrance in the used  machine technology found. 

The technology reached today is mature. Is there any need for further development? The usual 

switch and Streckenstopfmaschinen? What are the most important Machine features from the 

operator's perspective of railway construction machinery? 

 

The companies working at the railways see each other faced with the following framework conditions: 

• High repair and maintenance costs. The Investment in railway construction machinery is high, 

their operation, maintenance, service and repairs are expensive. In the equipment list 

BGL2015 [2] will be the monthly Repair and maintenance costs for one Universal tamping 

machine with 2.4% of the middle Purchase price stated. This Amount is divided into 30% 

maintenance and 70% repair of the machine, of which are 60% labor costs and 40% material 

costs. 

• The competition between railway construction companies is high. The stuffing volumes of the 

European Railways and their shift prices are moving on a challenging level. 

• For the demanding job and the severe working conditions (mobile workplaces, weekend and 

night work etc.) on stuffing machines it is difficult to appropriate find, train and train staff to 

keep in operation. 

• The protection of the environment is increasing increasing demand of our society. Construction 

site noise is getting less and less affected neighbors tolerated. diesel consumption and 

pollutants emitted into the environment are to be kept to a minimum. 

• The maintainability, reliability, availability and safety of railway construction machinery will be 

given the reduced lock-outs on the track more important. 

 

From these boundary conditions can be the following general requirements for a modern new 

universal tamping machine derived: 

• lowest possible lifecycle costs 

• high availability and reliability greatest possible security for the staff 

• simple, intuitive and ergonomic service 
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• extensive automation of work processes to reduce training and education costs and to achieve 

a guaranteed quality of work. 

 

With the everyday use of new technologies the operators expect advanced diagnostics, remote 

maintenance and condition monitoring with trend evaluation for the predictability of maintenance 

work, large maintenance intervals, Longevity of the components used and unobstructed accessibility 

to service points. 

 

These requirements with emphasis on the Reduced life cycle costs the basis for the complete 

redesign and new development of the universal Tamper 4.0 from System7-railsupport GmbH (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1: Universal Tamper 4.0 up the iaf 2017 in Münster 

 

Minimization of life cycle costs 

Life Cycle Costing (LCC) are the cost of a machine from the product idea about the development of 

the product to the withdrawal from the market. The operator of superstructure machines only the own 

costs of the purchase the machine until disposal. The significant reduction of the LCC for the 

universal Tamper 4.0 compared to conventional Tamping machines was therefore the top priority. 

The lowering of the real LCC is in direct related to the construction and the used components. 

 

Fig. 2 shows the cost structure of maintenance for transport and transport companies [3]. 

 

The personnel costs are in addition to the material costs the cost drivers of maintenance. Easy 

accessibility and maintainability reduce the hourly effort and deliver thus a significant contribution to 

the cost reduction (Fig. 3). 

 

The transport and transport companies interviewed in [3] measured the maintainability and 

accessibility the biggest impact the cost level too. Therefore, stood at the Development of the new 

universal tamping machine the optimization of maintainability and the Facilitating the accessibility to 
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the components and aggregates in the center of Construction. 

 

The technical details described below Solutions were to achieve the goal Lowering the LCC of the 

Universal Tamper 4.0 developed and implemented. A calculation the LCC of this new machine in 

comparison to conventional machines results in a savings potential up to EUR 300,000 per year. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Cost structure in maintenance [3] 

 

 
Fig. 3: "Strong" influence on the cost level of maintenance [3] 

 

Reduction of LCC by newly developed fully hydraulic tamping unit 

Conventional mechanical plug drives generate the compression vibrations over a rotating eccentric 

shaft. The patented Fully hydraulic plug drive from System7 requires only a fully hydraulic, non-

rotating plug drive. In every stuffing drive a non-contact displacement sensor is integrated. Pressure 

sensors additionally measure the hydraulic cylinder pressures. From the measured Press is the 

assistant and by means of the displacement sensors of the Beistellweg and the Amplitude regulated. 

This results in the the following technical advantages: 

• electronically adjustable frequency  

• electronically adjustable oscillation range 

• continuously adjustable opening width the stuffing tools  
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• Vibrating operation of the tamping unit only during the immersion process and when 

compacting even 

• a compacting force control (guaranteed optimal compression from threshold to threshold) easy 

fast force-reducing penetration into the ballast bed through to the ballast bed hardness 

adjusted frequency and amplitude  

• Reduction of maintenance and repair costs (Elimination of all rotating wear-prone parts and 

minimization of actual operating time)  

• Normal labor noise reduction (reduction by more than 7 dBA). 

 
Coordinated with the operator and the railway administration the machine can be in automatic mode 

automatically the optimal stuffing parameters and set the compression time [4]. This increases quality 

and work performance. By the considerable reduction of the wear-prone ones rotating parts and the 

operation of the Tamping unit only during lowering and compacting itself will be the wear of the 

stuffing aggregate extremely minimized. The previous practical experiences show one reduction of 

maintenance costs for the tamping units with fully hydraulic tamping drive by more than 40% (Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4: Fully hydraulic tamping 

 

Disc brakes and UIC wheel wear profile S1002 

In conventional overhead machinery are often used block brakes. Thereby the wheel treads heat up 

when Brakes. This often leads to cracks the wheel surface. 

 

Block brakes limit the choice of usable Wheel material on the wheel material R7 and set because of 

the thermal expansion a special bridge design of the wheels (VMS or bell wheels) ahead. The at used 

conventional road construction machinery conical wheel profiles lead to one pronounced sine wave in 

the straight line and a two-point contact of the wheel with the rail. This causes a very high Wheel 
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flange wear. To lower the LCC of wheel and axle material at Universal Tamper 4.0 will therefore disc 

brakes and the UIC wheel wear profile S1002 used. The frequent turning off wheels because of 

excessive wheel flange wear or thermal cracking deleted on the treads. These Measures should 

achieve that with only a set of wheels the machine on its operating time (typically 18 to 24 years old) 

equipped must become. 

 

Saving a machine operator 

By limiting it to two machinists and only become a work cabin Investment and labor costs for a high 

saved specialist specialist. About one the turn-straightening unit leading turnout scanner become the 

switch elements and depending on the lifting tools (Roll or lifting hook) and their Point of attack (rail 

head or rail foot) automatically selected and controlled. The otherwise elaborate manual setup and 

the manual selection of lifting tools by the Crew canceled. This increases the working speed the 

machine and relieves that Staff. 

 

The "ropeless" zone 

• The most commonly used measurement and Control systems for track maintenance machines 

based on steel tendons and potentiometric encoders for Determination of the arrow and 

longitudinal height. The steel tendons tensioned between measuring carriages have the 

following disadvantages: you swing, they wander in tight radii the stuffing point and obstruct 

the tamping units.  

• They tear easily or hang on underfloor structures one.  

• A mistaken contact with the ropes the crew during the stuffing process leads immediately to a 

directional or height error and the ropes limit the possibilities of designing the machine 

because of the necessary free space for the Tendons movements. 

 

To damage the in the bend emigrating steel tendons through the tamping units to avoid, the tendon 

ends become by mechanical adjustment at the end of the measuring car to Track center steered. 

There are three steel cables curious, one each to measure the direction and two for measuring the 

longitudinal heights. To detect the elevation will be on each of the three measuring pendulum 

mounted. Particularly important is the work donation in the Near the stuffing point. This is unfavorable 

in the stuffing area of a particularly high vibration load exposed, resulting in accuracy reduced. 

 

The Universal Tamper 4.0 is therefore with a revolutionary new optical measurement and control 

system equipped. Instead of the rope occurs an optical axis that does not bend in the arc emigrated, 

but constant in the middle of the track remains. Adjustment to the outer Senders are therefore 

eliminated. The middle one Camera trolley carries a system of two high-resolution digital cameras. At 

the front and the rear transmission car is located one LED transmitter each. The system works 

according to the principle of pattern recognition. The Height and side deflection as well as the rotation 

the patterns are passed through the image evaluation system determined precisely. 
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Fig. 5: Camera system (left image) and LED transmission module (right image) 

 

About the with the camera (Fig. 5) determined Difference angle between the LED patterns the 

measuring car will become the banks the other two measuring cars certainly. There are no more 

pendulums being constructed. The bank or the elevation angle will be replaced by a north based 

navigation system detected. This is in peace on the broadcasting car, which on the already corrected 

Track stands. 

 

In addition to the measuring ropes is on conventional overhead machines a variety of cable pullers 

used for position detection, the for the harsh operating conditions are only moderately suitable. 

Common defects The cable driver are the result in practice. The Universal Tamper 4.0 uses therefore 

non-contact, wear-free inductive sensors, which integrates into the hydraulic cylinders are. The 

omission of the ropes, the adjustment devices, three pendulum and the potentiometric geiger also 

reduces the maintenance and repair costs continue. 

 

Improved maintainability and accessibility 

The cost of maintaining the machine hang especially from the labor costs. Of the time required for 

maintenance, service or Repair is made by the accessibility and the complexity of the activity to be 

carried out certainly. 

 
Fig. 6: Maintenance flaps and maintenance frame 
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Maintenance frames and maintenance flaps 

The diesel engine and the hydraulic pump distribution gearbox are each on their own support frame 

mounted (Fig. 6). Has to be extensive service will be carried out then the support frame from the main 

frame solved and the aggregate by means of forklift taken from below the machine. At conventional 

machines is for such major work to dismantle the roof of the machine and highlight the affected 

aggregate. The use of own supporting frame reduces the time required and facilitates the work. 

 

In the support frame are additionally maintenance flaps installed, providing easy access to the diesel 

engine and technical room enable. So the alternator, the oil filter etc. accessible from below and the 

Service technician can stand in more comfortable Attitude perform the necessary work. 

 

In the technical room are the brake components built in the form of a panel maintenance friendly. The 

clarity, the accessibility and maintainability are increased and troubleshooting is facilitated. 

 

hydraulic filters 

The seals, the hydraulic oil and the hydraulic components are in terms of theirs durability of the purity 

of the oil and the optimal working temperature. The purity of the oil is on the one hand by the used 

pressure and return filter as well Ensures the secondary filter. Every hydraulic circuit has its own 

pressure filter, the return of the oil is additionally over return filter led. On suction filter became aware 

waived. The generated by suction filter vacuum endangers the hydraulic pumps and motors. All filters 

installed were, have an electrical and optical display and a bypass valve on. A fatigue the filter 

function becomes automatic brought to the operator for display. One Constantly running secondary 

filter keeps the hydraulic oil on a high quality level and works at the same time dehydrating. Moisture 

in the hydraulic oil leads to corrosion and damage the hydraulic components. The secondary filter 

Can also be used for filling and emptying the hydraulic tank to be used. With that when filling 

unwanted solid particle entries avoided. 

 

Optimum hydraulic oil temperature 

The hydraulic oil temperature must be via oil cooler and a sufficiently large hydraulic tank be 

achieved. The effectiveness of oil cooling depends on the temperature difference between warm oil 

and the ambient temperature as well as the oil flow through the radiator and the speed of the cooling 

fan from. In the newly developed switch and line tamping machine Universal Tamper 4.0 a so-called 

two-chamber tank was integrated. Hot, returning oil (engines, Pressure reducing valves, etc.) is in the 

hot chamber guided. Cold returning oil (oil from simple cylinder movements) is in passed the cold 

chamber. The oil for oil cooling is due to the higher cooling capacity taken from the hot chamber. The 

temperatures both chambers and the hydraulic oil level are monitored. In case of errors, faults or 

problematic operating conditions the operator is warned automatically. By the described measures 

are extended the life of the hydraulic components and the maintenance costs are reduced. 

 

Forecast based condition monitoring 

System7 developed for the forecast-based condition monitoring and the capture of all maintenance 

and repair data of railway vehicles a web platform called RaVeM [5]. With the system Railway Vehicle 

Monitoring (RaVeM) is a pro forcast based condition monitoring available. The data is sent via GSM 

to the web platform transmitted, stored and evaluated. The current location of the vehicles, the 

recording mileage and routes via GPS. For the supervised Vehicles and their components will be the 

state data is measured, its history analyzed and from it prognoses over the further development 

calculated. Via SMS or E-mails will be the ones responsible for the vehicle Informing people. This 
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allows the cost and time efficient planning of repairs, maintenance or exchange no longer suitable 

parts. The maintenance data be in a database saved. Platform independent (per Tablet, personal 

omputer or smartphone) can over the internet on this database be accessed. The access rights are 

User-specific set. 

 

Remote diagnostics and remote maintenance 

Remote diagnostics and remote maintenance have been part of it long to the standard of mobile 

machines, whether on the road, the field, the Sea or on the rail driving. Of course is also the Universal 

Tamper 4.0 with it fitted. 

 

In addition to a GSM modem, this machine has also over WLAN. Service technician place can 

become "wire independent" log into the machine control. About WLAN can also provide data from 

and if required be exchanged for the office or the train. New program versions can over the remote 

maintenance interface to be installed. 

 

Electric auxiliary generator 

For construction site applications subject to the railway construction machine often long waits in the 

station area. Thus the working conditions the team must stay satisfied energy for air conditioning and 

lighting be made available to the machine. Thus for these waiting periods not the Main diesel engine 

in unfavorable partial load operation has to run, the new machine is standard with an auxiliary power 

generator with 30 kVA / 400 V AC equipped. About power converter 400 V AC / 24 V DC is 

additionally the Electrical system supplied. About the power converter is to the driven by the main 

diesel engine alternator operated a redundant electrical system, which increases the reliability. With 

the auxiliary power generator are also the three electric universal air conditioning units (cooling, 

heating, ventilation). 

 

The advantages of this solution: the lifetime of the main engine lengthens, the diesel consumption is 

minimized, the noise load in waiting periods decreases. The auxiliary generator Can be more 

convenient over guide rails maintenance height to be pulled out, a further contribution to better 

maintainability and accessibility (Fig. 7). 

 

 
Fig. 7: Auxiliary generator pulled out for maintenance 
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Photovoltaic system on the roof 

On the roof of the trailer is a photovoltaic system built up. This loads while long shutdown times of the 

vehicle the batteries. These are always charged batteries guaranteed. A cumbersome time-

consuming loading before use is a thing of the past. 

 

Automation from the past manual operator intervention 

For the demanding activity and the severe working conditions (mobile workplaces, weekend and night 

work etc.) from stuffing machines it is difficult to appropriate find, train and train staff to keep in 

operation. So that the operators and the requirement to be reduced to them is the design in the 

simplest, intuitive and ergonomic operation as well as extensive automation of work processes for 

achieving a guaranteed quality of work been aligned. The automation previous manual adjustment by 

the machine operator guarantees a higher performance of the machine and before all in all an 

improved track geometry quality after work. Through the realized intuitive operating the machine will 

reduce the necessary training times and the requirement to the machine personnel considerably (Fig. 

8). 

 

  
Fig. 8: Left: tamping workplace, Right: track geometry control workstation 
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Tamping unit "Excellence" from System7 railtechnology 

The newly developed innovative soft tamping unit "Excellence" from System7 railtechnology is 

particularly low in wear and maintenance and significantly reduces the lifetime cost. 

 

The new development diminished by the arrangement of bearings, the special design of the stuffing 

box, the picking arms and the pimple holder over impact forces and compactors initiated moments 
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considerably. The forces on the storage of new symmetrical pimple holder and the Pickelarms are 

significantly reduced what greatly reduces wear and durability the components significantly increased. 

At all bearing points are novel special sliding bushes used. These special sliding bushes do not need 

Grease or oil lubrication and are the otherwise commonly used bearings in terms of their wear 

properties much superior. 

 

The usual oil and grease lubrication deleted as well as the usual central Lubrication system. 

 

In addition, the new development offers the great known advantages of the System7 fully hydraulic 

tamping drive as: 

• Noise reduction> 7dBA 

• No metal on metal storage 

• No rotating wear parts 

• Vibration of the tamping unit only during compaction – otherwise it remains at rest 

• Automatic adjustment of the optimal compression time 

• Measured compression under each stuffed threshold 

• Measurement of ballast hardness and the condition of the ballast bed 

• Continuously adjustable opening width 

• Continuously adjustable amplitude and frequency 


